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Archaeology Archaeology 



Archaeology

According to this vision, human development is rooted in, 
derivative of, instrumental in, and constituted by the 
material collaborative social practices of people (i.e., human 
goal-directed, purposeful, collaborative activities) aimed at 
transforming their world. (Stetsenko, 2009, p. 126).

on here?

Flag Fen



sources of sources of data data –– towards a virtual towards a virtual 
literacy ethnography literacy ethnography (Gillen, 2009)

• in-world interactions (can only 
be recorded very partially eg
chat logs, snapshots, 10 second 
videos, field notes)

wiki • wiki 

• forum

• other ethnographic tools

appropriately adapted



Literacy event:

Heath (1983, p.386): 'any action 
sequence, involving one or more 
persons, in which the production persons, in which the production 
and/or comprehension of print 
plays a role.'









well considering diet and lifestyle i doubt very much that 
they were obese, also we would have to shrink our avatars 
again due to diet again as people were smaller (a 
interesting thing is after 1066 the average height was 
reduced dramaticly (something my history teacher 
disputes and I ended up spending half a lesson shouting at 
each other (she hated me already and in a lesson 
previously threatend to come over and slap me if i dident
dispute the fact that I had chatted to Telack Yue on the 
subject the previous might and told her that a lecturer in 
archaeology at the university had said the theory was 
subject the previous might and told her that a lecturer in 
archaeology at the university had said the theory was 
plusable (at the end of the lesson she asked me if i was 
taking history in my options )))) I think i win the record for 
most brackets in a brackets :-P

Topper

(forum entry April 20, 2008, 07:19:02 pm) 
http://www.schome.ac.uk/forum/index.php?topic=2373.ms
g47898#msg47898





[2008/05/09 11:48]  Vibia Schomer: All of it really
[2008/05/09 11:48]  Eli SParker: OI !
[2008/05/09 11:48]  Vibia Schomer: Im interested in both the Geology and 
Archaeology
[2008/05/09 11:48]  Vibia Schomer: =)
[2008/05/09 11:48]  You: ow ow ow
[2008/05/09 11:48]  marsbar9 Schomer: eek :P
[2008/05/09 11:48]  Vibia Schomer: AHHHHHHH
[2008/05/09 11:48]  You: OW OW OW
[2008/05/09 11:48]  Yati SParker: woouuuu
[2008/05/09 11:48]  Vibia Schomer: ERUPTION!
[2008/05/09 11:48]  Elsa SParker: OWWWW!
[2008/05/09 11:48]  marsbar9 Schomer: lol[2008/05/09 11:48]  marsbar9 Schomer: lol
[2008/05/09 11:49]  Elsa SParker: we need an emergency proceedure!
[2008/05/09 11:49]  Vibia Schomer: PYROCLASTIC FLOW!
[2008/05/09 11:49]  marsbar9 Schomer: :P
[2008/05/09 11:49]  Elsa SParker: LOL VIB!
[2008/05/09 11:49]  Vibia Schomer: (without the hot air) =p
[2008/05/09 11:49]  marsbar9 Schomer: in an emergency follow Elsa and 
dive under the sand :P
[2008/05/09 11:49]  Vibia Schomer: =p
[2008/05/09 11:49]  Vibia Schomer: lol
[2008/05/09 11:49]  Yati SParker: lol sky has fallen down
[2008/05/09 11:49]  You: that was a huge surprise



[2008/05/09 11:49]  marsbar9 Schomer: =P
[2008/05/09 11:49]  Eli SParker: lol
[2008/05/09 11:49]  IM: Elsa SParker: took me about 3 days to make that 
sodding machinima :)
[2008/05/09 11:49]  You: did someone get a frap?
[2008/05/09 11:49]  Vibia Schomer: Well, that is large pumice... =p
[2008/05/09 11:49]  marsbar9 Schomer: you mean machinima?
[2008/05/09 11:49]  marsbar9 Schomer: It happened so quick I doubt there 
was chance :P
[2008/05/09 11:50]  Vibia Schomer: =p
[2008/05/09 11:50]  You: yes Vibia I had foirgotten it is pumice[2008/05/09 11:50]  You: yes Vibia I had foirgotten it is pumice
[2008/05/09 11:50]  Vibia Schomer: =)
[2008/05/09 11:50]  Elsa SParker: gosh how exciting, I may need a lie down
[2008/05/09 11:50]  You: even sound effects!
[2008/05/09 11:50]  marsbar9 Schomer: lol
[2008/05/09 11:50]  Vibia Schomer: I'm sad, i remember these things! =)
[2008/05/09 11:50]  You: who did that it was amazing
[2008/05/09 11:50]  marsbar9 Schomer: it was me :P



A group member named Hapno Schomer gave you Handbook of A.I..
Edi Schomer is Online
Transport Network whispers: Destination data loaded. Transporter is ready.
Transport Network whispers: Destination data loaded. Transporter is ready.
Transport Network whispers: Transporter destinations:
Transport Network whispers: <125, 100, 520>: AI Emporium:
Transport Network whispers: <155, 201, 23>: Volcano (ramp base): 
Transport Network whispers: <47, 213, 30>: Wind farm:
Transport Network whispers: <100, 220, 22>: Beach/The Hawaiian Shirt: 
Transport Network whispers: <30, 150, 21>: Bridge/marina: Transport Network whispers: <30, 150, 21>: Bridge/marina: 
Transport Network whispers: <50, 80, 34>: Lighthouse: 
Transport Network whispers: <35, 35, 28>: Zen garden: 
Transport Network whispers: <195, 35, 21>: Bay: 
Transport Network whispers: <250, 15, 21>: Scholympia: 
Transport Network whispers: <235, 105, 28>: Temple of Woop (entry):
Transport Network whispers: <220, 235,  27>: The Blue Mango: 



Professor Schomer: eruption?
Liony Schomer: I believe the volcano has erupted? :P
Siobhan SParker: it does that
Elsa SParker: :)
wheelo Schomer: ?!
Hapno Schomer: thank god you cant be pushed
Liony Schomer: :P
Professor Schomer: is that what they said at pompeii lol "it does that"
Faz Schomer: gaaah you should have warned me about giant crabs!!Faz Schomer: gaaah you should have warned me about giant crabs!!



http://www.schome.ac.uk/wiki/Learners_Y_Factor





“What is literacy 
when the 
distinction between 
reading and living 
itself is nominal?” 
Lemke, 1998. 

Chartier (pratiques de l’écrit )argues that Chartier (pratiques de l’écrit )argues that 
analysis of a text should be conjoined 
with "all the objects and forms that 
carry out the circulation of writing; and 
finally, the study of practices which in 
various ways take hold of these objects 
or forms and produce usages and 
differentiated meanings (Chartier & 
González, 1992, p. 50).



Towards virtual literacy ethnography
Lankshear and Knobel (2006, pp. 71-72) drawing on Gee: …literacies are always about 
much more, and involve much more, than just the production of texts. They are (also) 
contexts or pretexts for enacting and refining memberships of Discourses that include 
such dimensions as feeding back, providing support, sharing knowledge and expertise, 
explaining rules, sharing jokes…enacting an affinity..

Vannini (2009:6) …recenter
ethnographic methodology 
in a way that is more 
consonant with the subject 
matter of material and 
technoculture research.”
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